May 27, 2011

Pamela Blumenthal
CFPB Implementation Team
1801 L Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
Pamela.Blumenthal@treasury.gov
Dear Ms. Blumenthal:
American Bankers Association (“ABA”) 1 commends the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (“CFPB”) on the initial draft mortgage forms drafts that would merge the Truth in
Lending Act and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act disclosures as required by
the Dodd-Frank Act. The draft mortgage forms set forth clearer and more
comprehensible disclosures that will better serve consumers. ABA believes these forms
provide an excellent base to advance toward meaningful reform of the existing
mortgage disclosure process.
ABA submits these comments in the spirit of ensuring that this initial step is conducive
to workable disclosure for all stakeholders in the mortgage finance system. We
congratulate CFPB for providing an open process that allows for exchange and
communication, and for promoting input from banking institutions. ABA members have
extensive and sustained experience in understanding consumer financial needs, and we
are pleased to offer our insights to advance the success of this reform process.
The comments set forth below represent an initial reaction to the draft mortgage
disclosure forms released by CFPB on May 18. Our comments focus on the format of
the draft forms, and on their general clarity and intelligibility. We note, however, that our
observations are very preliminary, and are necessarily restricted to the physical
presentation of the initial forms. As CFPB has recognized, the draft forms are being
released without the necessary context of the rules that will determine the timing of the
disclosures, the binding nature of their content, and the responsibilities that will attach to
the issuer. Moreover, CFPB has not revealed what existing disclosures these forms will
replace. These elements are crucial to determining whether the disclosure reforms are
meaningful and whether banks can effectively implement the changes. We understand
that the Bureau will entertain discussion about these issues in future steps of the
process.
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Overall Observations on Format
As an initial comment, the ABA bank members that comprised our focus group were
overwhelmingly of the opinion that the draft forms labeled as “Ficus Bank” contain the
clearest presentation of information. This opinion is based on several factors. First, the
form contains clearly demarcated headers that are effective in separating and ordering
the contents of the disclosure. Second, the layout is one in which the reader is able to
start at the top of the form and systematically read the information horizontally without
confusion. This does not occur with the “Pecan Bank” prototype, where the information
runs both vertically and horizontally, depending on the section. Finally, the order of the
information, with the “Key Loan Terms” on top, set forth the most effective presentation
of the information that is necessary to understanding the loan product.
With this preference in mind, we offer the following comments that track the general
order set forth in the preferred “Ficus Bank” prototype.
•

Page 1: ABA concurs with the Bureau’s overall concept and content of the front
of the disclosure form, as represented by the prototypes posted by the Bureau.
o The Bureau has appropriately arranged the form so that the front and
prominent top portion of the form lists the “key loan terms” of the loan,
including interest rate, monthly payment and monthly taxes and insurance.
ABA members suggest that two key elements lacking in this block are
“points” and “cash needed to close.” These additional elements would
complete the list of critical terms that consumers truly need to shop for the
best mortgage
o ABA agrees with the approach of using the front of the disclosure to
immediately and prominently list the terms that require caution on the part
of the consumer, and that force the consumer to focus on those loan
terms that could place consumers in financial trouble if not appropriately
considered.
o ABA members appreciate the intent of the “Comparisons” table but are
unconvinced its goals are achieved by this format or the content presented
here. The role of APR in these disclosures implicates many substantive
and comprehensibility issues beyond the formatting focus of this stage of
the feedback process. Consequently, ABA is reserving its comments on
the use of APR to future comments.
o The “projected payments” table received mixed reviews among ABA
members primarily with respect to the content, but also to the
understandability of its presentation. Certainly, “cash needed to close” is
generally accepted as responding to a primary interest of applicants. Less
certain is the value consumers place on a depiction of the longer term
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obligation the borrower is undertaking. ABA members will discuss this
matter further and provide recommendations on this item in future
comments.
o Page 2: ABA also concurs with the Bureau’s overall concept of the second page
of the prototype disclosure forms, though we point out that this segment of the
form raises some difficult questions that merit consideration in ongoing stages of
development.
o The concept of providing a summarized itemization of “estimated closing
costs” is helpful to shopping consumers. There are difficulties in how the
prototype forms group and sum these different charges together, but the
overall approach of including some itemization is commendable. ABA will
present further recommendations on this item in future comments.
o A statement of whether an escrow account will be required in the
transaction may have informational value, but the choices presented in the
draft form do not convey the full range of choices that exist in real world
situations.
o The sections dealing with mortgage insurance, loan servicing, the
consumer’s right to receive a copy of the appraisal and adjustable rates
are generally useful and offer good information to the consumer. ABA will
offer more detailed recommendations on these items in future comments.
o The “important dates” portion is important in shopping and of value in
consumer decision-making. This item could be more prominently
displayed in the form. We note, however, that the wording of this item will
be important to ensure that consumers understand the nature of the
disclosures presented in this form. The precise wording of this item will
have to be discussed in future deliberations, as CFPB establishes the
precise nature of the disclosures made in this form.
Technical Points and Formatting Issues
ABA members expressed concern about potential implementation challenges posed by
the formatting of the forms. Both forms include a number of graphics, columns, and
horizontal lines that may prove challenging to reproduce – for example, on the Ficus
Bank form in the “Key Loan Terms” section, the graphic “yes” followed by an arrow and
the dashed vertical lines with an arrow in the “Projected Payments” section may be
difficult to reproduce. Indeed, our members stated that many core processors and form
vendors were unable to reproduce the tabular formatting requirements of the Regulation
DD overdraft fee disclosures on periodic statements. They urge consideration of these
challenges and where possible, simplification of graphics and formatting. In addition,
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while supportive of a concise, two page form, ABA members urge CFPB not to require
that the form be printed on one page, using the front and back of one sheet of paper, as
this presents challenges for copying and electronic imaging of the form.
ABA members agree that the form should include an itemization of Estimated Closing
Costs. However, they expressed concern that the form may lack sufficient space to
itemize all closing costs and urge the Bureau to make this section of the form
expandable, as necessary to permit itemization. In addition, bankers believe that to
enhance consumer understanding of the costs of a mortgage transaction, the Estimated
Closing Costs section of the form should clearly delineate between closing costs,
prepaid items, and required services. We welcome the opportunity for additional
discussion of the precise grouping of these costs.
In addition, our members unanimously called for the addition of a signature and date
line to the form. Even if not formally required by RESPA or TILA, such signatures are
often required by other stakeholders in the transaction, and guidance from regulators as
to where they should be placed would preempt any compliance misunderstandings
later.
Finally, it is unclear at this time whether the form is to be used only as a preliminary
disclosure. However, our members believe that it will be important to use the same form
if it is necessary to re-disclose closing costs and as a final disclosure. They believe that
consistent use of one form will enhance consumer familiarity with and understanding of
the form as well as their ability to make comparisons. Thus, our members suggest the
addition of a section (or line) with check-boxes to indicate whether the form has been
provided as an initial disclosure, a re-disclosure, or a final disclosure.
Conclusion
ABA commends CFPB for making the RESPA-TILA project a priority in its consumer
protection initiatives. We believe that this effort is the principal step that must precede
all other regulatory reforms in the mortgage lending area. We look forward to assisting
CFPB in this disclosure reform process.
If you have any questions, please contact Rod J. Alba (ralba@aba.com) or Ginny
O’Neill (voneill@aba.com).
As always, ABA remains willing to assist the Board with any questions and concerns
that will arise in this and future phases of this reform effort.
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